REIMAGINING
CHENNAI’S
BUCKINGHAM CANAL
How might we adopt a climate proof approach to
make the Canal a liveable space?
An Open Ideas Competition
COMPETITION BRIEF

EYES ON THE CANAL is an exercise in participatory planning to make the
canal a livable place for the residents of Chennai. The initiative involves
various activities such as awareness walks, community engagement meetings
and an open-ideas competition to generate interest and ownership for the
canal which has suffered from our collective abandonment.
EYES ON THE CANAL is part of the project “Cities fit for Climate Change”,
implemented by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) GmbH, on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety.
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1. THE CHALLENGE
How can cities as drivers and victims of climate change cope with the risks
and become custodians of a livable environment? Chennai, having already
been directly affected by the effects of climate change, especially needs
to find answers to this question. This open call for ideas aims to raise
awareness on the issue of climate change in urban areas and especially to
propose visionary, but also feasible solutions to improve the current situation
alongside one of Chennai´s most important spatial and functional elements:
THE BUCKINGHAM CANAL.
The Buckingham Canal is a manmade, saltwater, navigation canal that
runs parallel to the Coromandel Coast in the north-south direction. Within
the Chennai metropolitan area, the canal connects the three rivers –
Kosasthalaiyar, Cooum, and Adyar – all of which are important for the canal’s
water regime and are sensitive to and affected by climate change. Though
primarily constructed to transport goods from Vijayawada to Madras, the
canal also helps manage flood waters, and provides hence regulating
ecosystem services that are vital for the city. Archival photographs show the
canal to be an idyllic setting with lush green edges and wooden catamarans
cruising its course. Today, however, the canal is faced with severe pollution
woes with untreated sewage and solid waste finding their way into its waters,
foreclosing its potential as a vivid waterway and place for recreation and
belonging. The numerous encroachments too have severely compromised
its width and carrying capacity over long stretches within the Chennai
Metropolitan area and have drastically reduced the canals capacity as a
source of livelihood for the population. Over the years, various governmental
agencies have attempted to revive the canal and continue to do so even to
this date.
Ideas for reimagining the Buckingham Canal therefore need to
• consider climate adaptation and/or mitigation measures
• follow an integrated, holistic approach
• involve participation of all stakeholders
• promote the canal and its potential for sustainable and inclusive urban
development and identity building
• have a multi-disciplinary approach to the solutions
Ideas can be in the form of physical interventions like open space upgrading
and built form inserts, laying out a road map for a circular water economy,

The Buckingham Canal as seen
from Sardar Patel Road.
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design of participatory approaches, information campaigns, art projects,
multi-stakeholder models for implementation, training measures, digital
tools, engineering and technical solutions for cleaning of the canal, etc.
This call is centred on a 3.5 kilometre stretch between South of Adyar River
(Kotturpuram MRTS Station) to Thiruvanmiyur MRTS Station for carrying out
an intervention. Participants are, however, strongly encouraged to examine
the entire canal to arrive at holistic, integrated solutions and keep in mind
the chosen stretch only as a demonstration site for interventions.

The competition, its approach and results will be promoted globally and
entries are meant to serve as examples of climate proof approach to urban
development.

2. OPPORTUNITY AREAS
The competition seeks a wide range of solutions focused on the many issues
plaguing the canal at various levels. Four levels have been identified for
interventionIntervention level 1- The canal itself
Intervention level 2- The banks/ edges of the canal
Intervention level 3- City fabric abutting the canal
Intervention level 4- Socio-cultural and socio-economic concerns
pertaining to the canal
Participants of the competition are encouraged to view the various issues as
opportunities for reimagining the canal across the 4 levels of intervention:
A) REJUVENATING THE CANAL
The canal in its original state was a saltwater manmade tidal canal. Its ebbs
and flows were governed by the tides from the Bay of Bengal as well as the

3.5 kilometre stretch of the Buckingham Canal (blue line) identified as demonstration area for the
competition in Chennai, India
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flows of the 3 rivers that intersect it. This tidal movement kept the canal alive,
clean and navigable. As the city densified and developed along the canal,
the flows were blocked/ altered. Today there is hardly any movement of
water.
B) MANAGING LIQUID WASTE POLLUTION
Across the entire length of the canal, the land uses along its edge change
from industrial in the north to institutional in the middle and residential in
the south. From industrial effluents to untreated sewage, corresponding to
the land use, the nature of liquid waste that is dumped into the canal also
changes along its length. If one were to take a walk along the canal, various
points of discharge can be spotted in plain sight.

C) MANAGING SOLID WASTE POLLUTION
From plastic waste to bones to glass bottles to construction waste, field visits
reveal that nearly every type of solid waste finds its way into the canal.

The banks of the Canal
are an indicator of poor
solid waste management
in various parts of the city.

Sewage discharge
points can be spotted
in plain sight along the
length of the canal.

D) RECLAIMING THE CANAL AS PART OF THE CITY’S PUBLIC REALM
AND URBAN COMMONS
Perception surveys conducted among residents who live along the canal
indicate that there is a desire to reclaim the canal for leisure and recreational
purposes. The canal’s status as the urban commons needs to be reinstated
for the benefit of all the city’s residents and not just those living along it.
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N.S.Krishnan ParkLocated across the
Kotturpuram MRTS
station, this park
remains locked up
and inaccessible to
the residents of the
neighbourhood.

Children playing
cricket on the street
that runs parallel
to the Canal. A
compound wall
becomes a hard
edge and visual
blockade to the
canal.

Even in portions that do not have a compound wall blocking the view of the canal, there is no
articulation of the ground plane to make the canal part of the city’s public realm.

The Canal and
its banks remain
inaccessible for
any kind of leisure
activities, even for
residents living
adjacent to it.

Seen here is the
canal and its bank
with the MRTS line
above it.
On the other side of
the compound wall
is the street where
children play.
Large parcels of land remain vacant and under utilized near the MRTS stations.
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E) IMPROVING HEALTH FOR RESIDENTS OF THE CITY
Residents who live near the canal suffer from the consequences of mosquito
breeding in the stagnant waters of the canal as well as open defecation and
solid waste dumping in the canal.

Mosquitoes find the
canal to be an easy
breeding ground.

Garbage and sewage mix and
result in a highly contaminated
environment.

F) PROTECTING LIVELIHOODS IN THE CONTEXT OF HOUSING AND
RESETTLEMENT ALONG THE CANAL
From the very beginning, the canal has drawn people from different strata of the
society because of its ecology. Through its time, it has supported many different
livelihoods along its banks such as firewood trading, dhobi kanas, cattle grazing,
farming and the plying of boats for transportation. Today, informal settlements
along the canal are constantly under threat of resettlement and displacement of
their livelihoods. An inclusive development strategy will ensure a safety net for
such urban dwellers and reshape the stakes along the canal for the people of
the city.

The lands adjacent to the canal house a significant percentage of the city’s affordable housing stock.
12
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3. AN INTEGRATED CLIMATE PROOF URBAN
DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

A defunct lock still stands as
a vestige from the past at the
place where the Buckingham
Canal meets the Cooum river.
Among other things, the
heritage and cultural value
of the canal is also lost in the
name of development.

Climate-proofing means that city development strategies, urban design
proposals, land use and master plans, and all related investments are resilient
and adaptable to the current and future impacts of climate change.
Furthermore, corresponding climate protection measures need to be taken,
and they must be aimed at decarbonisation.
An integrated climate proof urban development approach is a conceptual
guiding framework that suggests strategic entry points for practitioners to
enhance climate-proof urban development. It consists of an overarching
framework of key principles (e.g. compact cities, mixed-use of functions etc.)
that are informed by a set of urban development policies and strategies
such as the UN Habitat’s New Urban Agenda or the Leipzig Charter on
Sustainable European Cities. The core identity of the climate proof urban

Source: Guiding Principles for City Climate Action Planning; Published by UN-Habitat
Copyright © United Nations Human Settlements Programme 2015
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development approach is “urban” which means the approach provides a
way for cities to address climate risk for resilient, sustainable and integrated
urban development.
The concept of a climate proof urban development approach is relevant to
this ideas competition for several reasons. Proposed ideas must:
• be strongly linked to mitigation and / or adaptation
• locally contribute to the achievement of global agendas
• be sustainable and integrated in its fundamental thinking

Resilience

Sustainability

Environment

Culture

Inclusivity

Equity

4. ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

People

Built form

Economy

• The competition is open for all Indian nationals above the age of 18.
• Participation can be as individuals, a group of individuals, academic
institutions, firms or organizations. However, teams should be made up of
a maximum of five members.
• Students and professionals from any discipline are invited to participate
in this competition. Participating teams are encouraged to be
multidisciplinary.
• Persons involved in the organizing and judging of the competition,
including members of their families and professional colleagues are not
eligible to participate.

5. THE COMPETITION PROCESS

Viability

• To ensure your participation in the competition, register by filling out the
form at this link https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/registerforBC
• A confirmation email will be sent with a Code name for the participating
team within 48 hours of completing and submitting the registration
form. A link to a downloadable folder comprising files related to the

Diagram showing the
interconnected nature of
the various aspects that are
pivotal to a climate-proof
approach to development.
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We strongly encourage the design of the entry/idea/entering idea to take
into consideration India’s Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) under
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
May it be along the lines of mitigation and/or adaptation, the entry should
strive to address relevant fields of action on the local/grass root-level,
working bottom-up towards Climate Justice.
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Download links to the following files will be sent to participating teams
upon successful registration:
1. Annexure 1- Photo documentation- Existing conditions and archival
images (PDF)
2. Annexure 2- Perception maps and survey results (PDF)
3. Annexure 3- Timeline of projects/ initiatives by various government
agencies involving the Buckingham Canal (PDF)
4. Annexure 4- Glossary of terms and links to relevant documents (PDF)
5. Base maps (PDF)
6. Base maps (DWG)
7. Google Maps link showing the Buckingham Canal’s original width
and existing width
8. Folder containing high-resolution photos of existing conditions and
archival images as shown in Annexure 1

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

competition will also be sent along with this confirmation mail.
Forms without proper and full details will not be considered.
Please note that team members cannot be changed after the form is
submitted.
Registration closes by 23rd August 2018 at 23:59 IST
On 23rd September 2018, 23:59 IST, the ideation phase ends with the
submission of entries.
After a period of review, a first round of shortlisted entries will be
announced on 6th October 2018. Shortlisted entries will be notified and
featured on the competition website.
Shortlisted entries will also be featured in an exhibition for public viewing
in Chennai from 21st October 2018 till 28th October 2018.
On 21st October 2018, three winning ideas will be chosen and announced
on-stage during the exhibition.

6. TIMELINE
23rd July 2018
23rd August 2018, 23:59 IST
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Competition is announced open
Last date for registration
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23rd August 2018, 23:59 IST

Last date for receiving questions
and clarifications pertaining to the
competition brief
23rd September 2018, 23:59 IST Closing date for submitting entries
online
6th October 2018
Announcement of shortlisted entries
20th October 2018, Saturday
Selection of 3 winning entries by jury
panel
21st October 2018, Sunday
Announcement of 3 winning entries
during the inauguration of the public
exhibition for the project
28th October 2018, Sunday
Closing of the public exhibition

7. SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
1. Submissions must be composed on TWO portrait oriented A1 sheets
(59.4 cm width and 84.1 cm height).
2. Any techniques of the team’s choice - sketches, diagrams, 3D
visualizations, physical model photos, CAD drawings, text etc.- is
acceptable to convey the idea.
3. Participating team’s code name which was sent during the registration
process must be mentioned in the bottom right hand corner of the sheet.
Except for the team code name, the submitted sheet must not include
ANY information that may give away the team’s identity.
4. A title for the proposal must be included in the A1 sheet.
5. A 500 word (maximum word limit) summary text explaining the project
idea must be included in the A1 sheets. The summary text must cover the
following aspects of the proposal:
• Main concept, especially referring to the aspects of climate proof urban
development, mitigation and adaptation
• The level of intervention which the proposal is focused on
• The opportunity areas that the proposal is tackling
• Target group/ beneficiaries of the proposal
6. Text may be written in English or Tamil.
The following three files must be submitted by email to
eyesonthecanal@gmail.com with the Team Code Name in the subject line:

Competition brief
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High-resolution PDF
(suitable for printing)
of the two A1 sheets
showcasing the project
idea. Both A1 sheets must
be combined into one
PDF file.
150 dpi resolution JPEG
(suitable for web page
viewing) of the A1 sheet
showcasing the project
idea.

Maximum file size of PDF: 20MB.

Title and 500 word
summary of the proposal
in a Word document

Maximum file size of document: NA

Name of the PDF file: *team code name*.pdf

Maximum file size of JPEG: 1MB.

Prize monies will not be handed out as cash but will need to be claimed by
the winning teams as grant money upon satisfactorily completing mutually
agreed deliverables for the 3 month period following the award ceremony.
The award ceremony will take place on the 21st of October 2018 and will be
a public event.

Name of the JPEG file: *team code name*.jpeg

9. EVALUATION CRITERIA

Name of the Word file: *team code name*.doc

The entire submission package should be received by 23rd September 2018,
23:59 IST for the entry to be considered.
Entries not adhering to any of these rules will be immediately disqualified.

8. PRIZES / RECOGNITION
• The 1st prize winners will have the chance to be financially supported with
a grant worth of INR 5,00,000 for a period of 3 months to further evolve
their ideas collaboratively into tangible implementable solutions.
• The 2nd prize winners will have the chance to be financially supported
with a grant worth of INR 3,00,000 for a period of 3 months to further
evolve their ideas collaboratively into tangible implementable solutions.
• The 3rd prize winners will have the chance to be financially supported with
a grant worth of INR 2,00,000 for a period of 3 months to further evolve
their ideas collaboratively into tangible implementable solutions.
• All three prize winners will get an opportunity to present, discuss and
develop their ideas with international experts from Germany and India.
• All three prize winners will get an opportunity to present their ideas to the
concerned authorities in Chennai.
• All three prize winners will be published in leading dailies / magazines.
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The prizes will be handed out to the author(s) of the competition entries.
The organizers reserve the right to divide the prize distribution differently if
necessary.
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Proposals that satisfy the following criteria have a high possibility of getting
shortlisted:
1. Clearly articulates a solution to the challenge.
2. Is innovative and early stage but related to the core competencies of the
team.
3. Is strongly focused on rejuvenation of the canal.
4. Is environmentally sound, especially from a climate adaptation and
mitigation perspective.
5. Is inclusive in impact and participatory in its approach with the community.
6. Demonstrates a sound understanding of the needs of intended
beneficiaries.
7. Adheres to all existing norms and regulations of development (Master
Plan, Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) norms, National Green Tribunal rules
etc.)
8. Demonstrates a multi-disciplinary approach to the challenge.
Proposals that satisfy the following criteria have a high possibility of winning
the top 3 prizes:
1. Takes a new approach to the challenge or uses an existing approach in a
new way.
2. Effectively tackles 3 or more of the listed opportunity areas.
3. Demonstrates a deep understanding of the vulnerabilities and the
planning context of the city through the proposed solution.
4. Identifies any potential risks and shows how these will be managed.
5. Includes a youth and gender balance in the proposal’s approach.
6. Is considered desirable by experts in the sector.
7. Will benefit from the funding and support offered by CFCC.
Competition brief
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10. QUESTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

ABOUT CITIES FIT FOR CLIMATE CHANGE (CFCC)

In case of any questions related to the competition brief, please email us at
eyesonthecanal@gmail.com with FAQ in the subject line.
Last date for sending in questions is 23rd August 2018.
If relevant, questions received will be shared and answered on the FAQ page
of the competition website for the benefit of other participants.
Participants are therefore advised to check the FAQ page of the website for
additional information from time to time.
Competition website link: https://eyesonthecanal.wordpress.com/

11. DISCLAIMER AND COPYRIGHT

Cities Fit for Climate Change is a global project implemented by the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH
on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) and its International Climate
Initiative (IKI). The selected cities – Chennai in India, Santiago in Chile and
Durban (eThekwini) in South Africa – are supported in developing their
climate-sensitive strategies and their own sources of financing.
This competition is launched by “Cities Fit for Climate Change” in
collaboration with Urban Design Collective, Webe Design Lab, Agam Sei and
Environmentalist Foundation of India.

This competition’s aim is to generate a range of ideas that can be presented
as alternate visions for the canal through a participatory approach. The
competition organizers give no assurance that winning or submitted entries
will be implemented.
There is no legal claim to the award of a prize money or corresponding
assets.
The submitted documents can not be returned. The participants of the
competition declare to agree by submitting the competition entry that the
contributions can be published in different media. Shortlisted entries will be
summarized in a public exhibition.
Authors retain a copyright for their work. However, all submissions become
the property of the GIZ, which has the right to publish all or any part of the
submitted material.

Head of CFCC Project: Dr. Daphne Frank, GIZ
Eyes On the Canal Project Team:
GIZ- Michael Engel, Sudakhar Krishnan, Iris Gleichmann (consultant), Anja Lamche
Urban Design Collective- Vidhya Mohankumar, Abinaya Rajavelu, Nirupama
Jayaraman
Webe Design Lab- Udhaya Rajan, Mohitha Desu
Agam Sei- Prithvi Mahadevan
Environmentalist Foundation of India- Arun Krishnamurthy, C. Vajiravelu
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